BLACK STASH

CHINSCOOP
INSTALL

INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for purchasing Paul Yaffe’s Bagger Nation products. Please read
through these instructions completely before attempting installation.

1.

1. The contents of your Black Stash Chin Scoop should include (1) Black Stash Chin
Scoop (1) perforated grill (2) 3/8 - 16 x 1” hex bolts (2) 3/8 flast washers (2) 3/8
lock washers. (Fig # 1)
Let’s begin...

2.

3.

4.

2. Remove stock radiator shroud by removing torx screw shown in (Fig #2). Then pull
plastic tab away from radiator top, releasing shroud. A large flat blade screw driver
helps. (Fig # 3 + #4)
Note: This will leave upper shroud mount tabs exposed (Fig #5)

5.

6.

7.

8.

3. Depending on your M8 Softails equipment locate the second foot control mounting
hole from front. If it has a plastic hole plug, remove it at this time on both sides. (Fig
#6 + #7 + #8)
4. The Blask Stash Chin Scoop is simple to install. It hooks over the upper radiator tabs
and then is bolted through the unused control holes in frame from the inside. The
radiator tabs can be adjusted if needed to keep the top of Scoop snug. (Fig #9 - 10)

9.

10.

Install the scoop over radiator top tabs & slide lower mount tabs between the frame
rails until the mount holes in scoop align with the holes in the frame. Install the (2)
3/8 - 16 x 1” hex bolts w/ flat & lock washers. Loosely snug. Check upper tab fitment
for a snug fit & gently bend tabs to snug up if needed. (Fig #11 - 13)

11.

12.

13.

Tip: I like to paint exposed bolt ends black to disappear. (Fig #14)

15.

14.

16.

5. Remove Chin Scoop & paint... Silicon or epoxy grill inside...final install (Fig #15 - #18)

17.

18.

Thanks for choosing Bagger Nation Designs!
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